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Extraterritoriality of economic law means the jurisdiction which in the 
sense of the international law, that is, whether the government has the right to 
“make the laws be applied to people when one does or not”. Here the “whether 
the government has the right to” depends on if there is rational basis on 
jurisdiction of international law. So, also in the aspects of the theory and 
practice, it is very necessary to clarify the principle of the jurisdiction in 
international law. In this paper, it will be present integrity theory by combing 
the jurisdictional basis and related typical case. In the meantime, the 
controversial theory will be analyze and my opinion will be put forward. 
The article including four jurisdictional principles and that discusses 
around these .The principles are territorial principle, nationality principle, 
universal jurisdiction and protective jurisdiction . 
First for introduction: emphasize the necessity to focus on the 
implementation of extraterritoriality of economic law and explore the 
jurisdictional basis by the case “Coca-Cola acquire huiyuan juice”, in which 
Chinese government rejected Coca-Cola’s application about acquisition of 
huiyuan juice through antitrust investigation. 
The first part of the paper is the overview of Extraterritoriality Effect. 
Clearly define the basis in international law means the power of one country 
relative to other countries.The second chapter introduce territorial principle and 
extraterritoriality of economic law. Before, strictly according to the principle of 
territoriality, the region belongs to the concept of sovereignty, so the principle 
of territoriality ever limit the implementation of the extraterritoriality of 
economic law. However, with the deepening of practice, the interpretation of 
the principle of territoriality appeared expansion, produce theory of the 















Doctrine, Single Ecnomic entity and Part behavior Doctrine. Chapter 3 shows 
nationality principle and extraterritoriality of economic law. The expansion of 
traditional nationality principle appears positive personality and passive 
personality, with the implementation of the extraterritorial jurisdiction in tax 
law, also appeared the concept of resident jurisdiction. In the field of export 
administrative, the western countries，especially the United States, carry out 
extraterritoriality base on “control” theory. The fourth chapter for universal 
jurisdiction and extraterritoriality. The universal jurisdiction is used to strike 
serious crimes, for example, genocide, piracy, hijacking of aircraft and 
terrorism. Which is aslo used to implement extraterritoriality of economic law. 
Such as labor rights legislation, fight against genocide through trade sanctions, 
Implementing extraterritorial effect of financial supervision in the name of 
fighting against terrorism. Chapter 5 shows protective principle and 
extraterritorial effect of economic law. In international law, protective principle 
is applied to behavior that affect national security and material interests. 
Finally, Conclusion points out that we need pay enough attention to 
extraterritoriality of economic law and international legal foundation again, in 
the meantime, make out look in the legislation of implementing extraterritorial 
effect in our country’s economic law boldly and legislative technique. 
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